
HURLEY 2nd XI v Amersham Hill 2nd XI  Date: 21st August 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Hurley 2nd XI 
 
S. Riaz c. B. D’Costa b. Platts 2 
P. Hunjan c. Patel b. M. D’Costa 33 
M. Walton  b. Rehman 44 
Steve Taylor Not out  80 
O. Arshad Not out  37 
C. Williams )   
D. Pollitt )   
B. Griffin )- dnb   
Scott Taylor )   
I. Arshad )   
D. Walton )   
  Extras 38 
  Total 234 
  For 5 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
D. Platts 6 3 14 1 
P. Collins 9 2 35 0 
C. Tucker 7 5 7 0 
M. D’Costa 9 0 38 1 
B. D’Costa 4 0 28 0 
A. Patel 8 0 50 0 



Innings of Amersham Hill 2nd XI 
 
R. Hedley  c. M. Walton b. Riaz 44 
B. D’Costa  b. Riaz 1 
M. Rehman c. Williams b. Steve Taylor 61 
P. Collins c.& b. Steve Taylor 0 
B. Aislabie LBW b. Riaz 0 
S. Hall c. Riaz b. Steve Taylor 31 
S. Patel  b. Riaz 0 
E. Hedley  b. Steve Taylor 0 
C. Tucker c. Williams b. Steve Taylor 10 
D. Platts  b. Riaz 0 
M. D’Costa Not out  0 
  Extras 13 
  Total 160 
  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
I. Arshad 6 3 4 0 
S. Riaz 14 6 28 5 
D. Pollitt 8 2 28 0 
D. Walton 4 0 33 0 
P. Hunjan 4 0 10 0 
Steve Taylor 8.2 2 40 5 
 
Result:  Hurley 2nd XI won by 74 runs. 
 
Hurley 2nds had to dig deep to defeat Amersham Hill in a remarkable game that saw 

only four wickets fall in the first eighty overs and then nine in the next fourteen.  

Hurley were inserted on a hard wicket that had been under covers for a couple of 

days.  Shobab Riaz fell in the third over, lofting to mid-off where Ben D’Costa took a 

simple catch.  Parvinder Hunjan (33) and Mike Walton (44) played very watchfully 

against some tight bowling from Chris Tucker (0-7), David Platts (1-14) and Pedro 

Collins (0-35).  With the ball not coming onto the bat, patience was the order of the 

day, waiting for the loose delivery to punish. The pair had added sixty-seven when 

Hunjan fell in the twenty-sixth over leaving Hurley on 76 for 2 at the halfway stage.  

Steve Taylor joined his skipper in the middle and helped to increase the scoring rate 

with some glorious shots, when Walton lost his leg stump to Rehman in the fortieth 

over, Hurley were handily placed at 159 for 3.  Omar Arshad, playing his maiden 

innings for the club,  scored thirty-seven from thirty-one deliveries as seventy-five 

were added in ten overs to allow Hurley to declare on 234, leaving Taylor 

undefeated on eighty, having escaped what looked like a clear run out a couple of 

overs from the end. 

 



The Amersham Hill reply started very slowly against the pace of Riaz and swing of 

Imran Arshad (0-4).  It was not until the thirteenth over that the runs scored 

exceeded the overs bowled.  Ron Hedley (44) showed all the grit and determination 

one would expect, whilst Ben D’Costa took the opposite approach, swinging at 

everything and failing to connect. D’Costa was undone when he tried to play a 

defensive shot to Riaz, only to see his leg stump knocked out of the ground.  After a 

dozen overs Dave Walton was brought on to try and tempt the batsmen and 

succeeded in getting Rehman to loft to mid-off, unfortunately Riaz spilled the simple 

chance.  As the game wore on, this began to look like a costly mistake as Rehman 

(61) and Hedley ground out eighty-seven runs in twenty-four overs to frustrate the 

home side.  The game changed with the recall of Riaz and the introduction of Steve 

Taylor into the attack. Rehman sliced the first delivery of Taylor’s second over to slip 

where the bucket hands of Clive Williams made no mistake. Three deliveries later, 

Collins pushed in the air back to the bowler and Hurley sensed a collapse. The next 

over saw Riaz trap Aislabie leg before and at 97 for four, the visitors were tottering.  

Steven Hall (31) helped to calm things down adding forty-nine for the fifth wicket.  

Meanwhile Hedley looked as solid as the rock of Gibraltar and just as Hurley were 

wondering who to turn to next, Riaz produced a snorter of a delivery that Hedley 

could only edge, chest high to the keeper.  Not to be outdone, Taylor responded 

with a double wicket maiden , Hall driving in the air to mid-off, where this time Riaz 

made no mistake, and then bowling Ed Hedley through the gate. The next over saw a 

double wicket maiden for Riaz (5-28), has he steamed in at pace which Patel and 

Platts had no answer to. Chris Tucker (10) provided some resistance for a couple of 

overs before top edging Taylor (5-40) into the hands of Williams at slip to give Hurley 

maximum points.  

 


